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Tackling Mutual Fund Risks in the
Omnibus Channel
By Gwendolyn A. Williamson

T

he typical model of mutual fund distribution and shareholder servicing in the United States has undergone a paradigmatic shift during the past twenty years and particularly during the last decade.
Until relatively recently, mutual fund investors generally purchased

shares and received account services directly from a fund or its transfer agent.
Today the vast majority of mutual fund shareholders holds their shares through,
and are provided shareholder services by, third-party financial intermediaries such
as broker-dealers, fund supermarkets, recordkeepers of retirement plans and 529
college savings plans, financial advisors/planners and registered investment advisers, among others.1 Research conducted by the Investment Company Institute (the
ICI) shows that of the two-thirds of mutual fund shareholders invested outside of
an employer-sponsored retirement plan, approximately 80 percent own fund shares
through financial intermediaries.2
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the processing of account applications and the
reinvestment or payment of fund dividends
and distributions, to the hosting of online
transaction and customer support services, the
management of shareholder records and communications, and the support of fund compliance needs. As the percentage of shareholder
accounts maintained on the books of fund
transfer agents has steadily decreased, financial
intermediaries have taken over responsibility for
administering these basic shareholder services
to the beneficial fund owners that comprise an
omnibus account. As a result, many funds have
no interaction with their beneficial shareholders,
and in many instances do not know the identities or even the number of such investors.
Compliance Complications. These dynamics
have left mutual fund complexes with less information than ever before about the universe of
beneficial shareholders, which raises daunting
concerns about the risk of non-compliance
with required disclosures and regulatory obligations, including those embodied in fund policies and procedures adopted pursuant to Rule
38a-1 under the Investment Company Act of
1940 (the 1940 Act). If a fund does not have
access to identifying information about the
beneficial shareholders underlying an omnibus
account, how can it be sure that their transactions are conducted in compliance with the
prospectus, much less ensure that each investor
has been appropriately screened in compliance
with anti-terrorism laws? How much can fund
boards and management rely on the compliance programs and other controls of financial
intermediaries selling fund shares and servicing
beneficial shareholders?
Prospectus Provisions. Industry commenters
correctly point out that the lack of transparency
inherent in the omnibus model prevents “mutual
fund compliance personnel from enforcing, in
a uniform manner, the policies and procedures
disclosed in prospectus documents” filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
SEC).5 The ICI agrees, having identified prospectus compliance challenges associated with
lack of information about beneficial fund
shareholders as among the key risks associated with omnibus account arrangements.6
The opaque nature of omnibus accounts, the
ICI observes, “leaves fund management with
little control of transaction processing and

It is increasingly apparent that the financial
intermediary “sales force” sees the omnibus
account structure as the most advantageous
way to invest its customers’ money in mutual
funds. An omnibus account is generally defined
as one in which “the share balance on the
books of the fund transfer agent is the aggregate share balance of all the sub-accounts of
multiple investors in that fund on the books
of the intermediary. For trading, the intermediary generally aggregates orders daily into a
single net purchase or redemption for all investors in that fund.”3 Such a structure requires
an intermediary to perform sub-accounting
to maintain identifying information and trading history for each of the individual investors invested through its omnibus accounts.
Financial intermediaries that have historically processed individual customer account
trades through the National Securities Clearing
Corporation’s Networking Service (the NSCC)
are converting to omnibus sub-accounting at
continuously accelerated rates, and the omnibus
sub-accounting model has replaced the NSCC
as the most common method of settling trades
in mutual fund shares; indeed, most major
broker-dealers “have completed the selection of
an omnibus platform and are now in the process of converting their account base one fund
family at a time.”4
The majority of mutual fund shareholder
services have historically been provided by a
fund’s transfer agent, which is often a fund
affiliate. Section 3(a)(25) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the 1934 Act) defines
a transfer agent as the entity that countersigns
a fund’s securities upon issuance; monitors
the issuance of fund securities, as a registrar
“with a view to preventing unauthorized issuance;” records the transfer of fund securities;
exchanges or converts fund securities; and/or
transfers record ownership of fund securities
“by bookkeeping entry without physical issuance of securities certificates.” In addition to
these activities, which are governed by Section
17A of the 1934 Act, fund transfer agents have
long been contractually responsible for a wide
variety of shareholder services, ranging from
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Act to require a mutual fund to implement
CIP procedures reasonably designed to verify the identity of persons seeking to open
accounts with the fund and to ensure that such
persons do not appear on any government list
of known or suspected terrorists. In the arena
of omnibus sub-accounting, it can be next to
impossible for a fund to independently confirm that its beneficial shareholders have been
properly vetted for CIP purposes.
SEC regulations S-P and S-AM, Section
216 of the Federal Fair and Accurate Credit
Transaction Act of 200311 and Section 504 of
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act12 each require
a mutual fund to adhere to policies and procedures designed to protect the non-public
personal information belonging to beneficial
fund shareholders. Such confidential personal
information includes, among other things, a
shareholder’s social security number, financial
data, and the fact that the person has a relationship with the fund or financial intermediary. Since a fund often does not have access to
confidential information regarding the beneficial shareholders underlying an omnibus
account, the fund may find it exceedingly
difficult to gain comfort that federal information security safeguards are functioning as
required. Indeed at a recent ICI conference,
members of the mutual fund industry stated
that data security is a paramount challenge for
funds and their service providers.13
The market timing and late trading issues
of the mid 2000’s were caused, in certain cases,
by the lack of transparency regarding beneficial mutual fund owners invested through
omnibus accounts. Rule 22c-2 under the 1940
Act, which the SEC adopted in response to
those scandals, requires a fund to enter into
written agreements with financial intermediaries, including those maintaining omnibus
account positions with the fund, in which
the intermediary agrees to provide the fund
with certain shareholder information upon
request and to implement any fund-imposed
trading restrictions on investors identified
by the fund as having violated the fund’s frequent trading policy. And, technology evolved
to facilitate the provision of such shareholder information. The Client Data Share
III (CDS III) system, which was designed to
address a number of compliance obligations

less detail regarding the investor or beneficial
owner of the fund.”7 Such hurdles to ensuring
prospectus compliance are heightened when
financial intermediaries themselves lack sufficient information to comply with fund prospectus provisions like sales charge volume
and breakpoint discounts, which occurs especially when “shareholders use multiple platforms or intermediaries to transact in fund
shares, and …related party investors rely on
different brokers and intermediaries to transact shares.”8
Regulatory Obligations. Rule 38a-1 under
the 1940 Act requires that a mutual fund
and its primary service providers (including the transfer agent) implement written
policies and procedures reasonably designed
to prevent violation of the federal securities laws. These policies and procedures typically include, among many others, a fund’s
anti-money laundering (AML) and suspicious
activity reporting (SAR) policy, customer
identification program (CIP), privacy policy
and frequent trading policy. In the context
of omnibus sub-accounting, compliance with
each of these regulatory obligations requires
either that a fund have access to information about its beneficial shareholders or that
the fund rely on the controls and procedures
of the financial intermediary sponsoring the
omnibus platform.
Sections 312, 352(a) and 358 of the USA
Patriot Act,9 which was adopted by Congress
in 2001 and later incorporated into Section
5318 of the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970,10
requires a mutual fund to establish AML and
SAR programs that are reasonably designed,
respectively, to detect money laundering activity and suspicious transactions in the fund and
to provide for reporting to the US Treasury
Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network. Because a fund and its transfer
agent may not have access to the trading
activity of beneficial fund shareholders that
is reflected only in the consolidated trades of
the omnibus accounts registered on the fund’s
books, it can be virtually impossible for a fund
to independently monitor for money laundering and other suspicious and illegal activities
in omnibus accounts.
Section 326 of the USA Patriot Act
amended Section 5318 of the Bank Secrecy
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compliance risks and suggest how OCIE might
approach omnibus account violations uncovered through its National Exam Program.
At the 2012 SEC Compliance Outreach
Program, Carlo V. di Florio, Director of
OCIE, emphasized that, in its examinations,
“OCIE is seeking to engage senior management and the board on critical business,
risk and regulatory issues…to reinforce the
importance of a robust compliance, ethics
and risk management program.”19 Through
the National Exam Program, di Florio said,
OCIE’s mission is to prevent fraud, improve
compliance, inform policy and monitor for
risk. Echoing these sentiments, at an early
2012 AML conference hosted by the Securities
Industry and Financial Markets Association
(SIFMA), David W. Blass, Chief Counsel of
the Division of Trading and Markets at the
SEC, explained that “merely calling an account
an “omnibus” account” does not necessarily
relieve a firm of its CIP or other obligations
with respect to the underlying customer of
that account, and said that the SEC “expects
firms to look beyond the account label to the
substance of their relationship with the underlying accountholders to determine whether
those accountholders are in fact “customers”
for purposes of CIP.”20 Furthermore, Blass
said “even where firms adequately comply
with CIP requirements, they must always consider the risks associated with grouped and
other accounts, regardless of whether they are
required to look through to the underlying
customer for CIP purposes.”
OCIE is also working to “bolster compliance” by issuing a series of public risk alerts
that highlight compliance practices and concerns.21 One such piece addresses the compliance vulnerabilities inherent in the master/
sub-account trading model, in which a customer opens a top-level or “master account”
with a broker-dealer that permits the customer to subdivide the master account into
sub-units or “sub-accounts” for the use of
individual traders for different trading activities.22 This model is somewhat analogous
to the mutual fund/omnibus account model,
especially when considering that “many times,
the registered broker-dealer obtains and maintains information only with respect to its
customer, the owner of the master account,”

between fund complexes and broker-dealers,
allows “fund complexes and broker-dealers to
exchange information that provides each side
a more complete view of account and investor data residing on the other’s records” and
“helps meet the need for…frequent trading/
market timing monitoring requirements for
omnibus positions.”14 Similarly, the NSCC’s
Standardized Data Reporting (SDR) system
and related best practices “aid fund complexes in achieving transparency by obtaining underlying transaction data for omnibus
accounts, primarily from banks, recordkeepers, and insurance companies.”15 But some in
the industry question whether these measures
and Rule 22c-2 went far enough, complaining
that “no information is generally disclosed
to mutual fund compliance personnel about
the specific trading activities of underlying
investors at the time of the transaction, which
prevents mutual funds from being able “to
monitor excessive short-term trading activities
on a real-time basis.”16
In order to resolve this issue and the other
compliance challenges funds face in the
omnibus context, the Coalition of Mutual
Fund Investors called for the SEC to “require
full transparency within broker-dealer and
other intermediary sub-accounts on a realtime basis.”17 This, the group says “can be
accomplished by amending SEC Rule 22c-2
to require investor-level information to be
shared by broker-dealers (and other intermediaries) as orders are being placed or on
a same-day basis…this level of transparency
will permit fund compliance personnel to
apply prospectus policies and procedures to
investor accounts in a uniform manner across
all distribution channels.”18
SEC Perspectives on Compliance in Omnibus
Accounts. Despite shareholder calls for action,
the migration towards omnibus sub-accounting in mutual funds has not yet landed on
the SEC’s radar screen as a regulatory concern, and there is a relative dearth of specific
SEC guidance on oversight of fund omnibus account arrangements. Nonetheless, fund
boards and management should be aware
of recent speeches from, and literature prepared by, the Staff of the SEC’s Office of
Compliance Inspections and Examinations
(OCIE) that articulate an increased focus on
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in combination, varies depending upon the
policies and procedures that best fit the monitoring needs as determined by the fund complex.”25 And as SEC Staff and other industry
players commented at the March 2012 ICI
conference, fund boards would also be wise to
work with management to develop a risk profile assessment of each financial intermediary
selling fund shares to identify the areas of primary risk exposure to the funds.26 Traditional
broker-dealers and fund supermarkets, as well
as infinitely smaller financial advisers, sell
mutual fund shares through omnibus platforms, and the type of omnibus account provider has a huge impact on the complexity of
the relationship between the fund, the transfer
agent, the omnibus account and the underlying beneficial shareholders. “Ongoing monitoring of intermediary activity is a complex
process,” OCIE notes, “because of the variety of intermediaries, their different business
models, growing compliance demands, and the
labor-intensive nature of assuring compliance
with regulations and adherence to prospectus
and contract provisions.”27
The ICI’s 2008 Financial Intermediary
Controls and Compliance Assessment report
presents a detailed matrix that fund boards
and management can use to oversee and
implement the due diligence suggestions discussed above.28 Offering control objectives,
key consideration points and prioritized testing times, the report suggests how funds
can use the SAS 70 (now SSAE 16) reporting mechanism,29 transaction sampling, site
visits and other information-gathering tools
to assess financial intermediary compliance
with:
(i) Operational matters addressed in fund
prospectuses such as beneficial owner account
setup and maintenance, “as-of ” transaction
processing, reinvestment of dividends and distributions, reconciliation of beneficial owner
and omnibus account positions, escheatment
of abandoned fund shares, delivery of shareholder communications, tracking of share
aging for class conversion purposes, and calculation and application of sales charges and
other shareholder fees and expenses and any
waivers thereof available through rights of
accumulation, letters of intent, account aggregation and concurrent purchases; and

and “in some instances, these sub-accounts
are further divided to such an extent that the
master account customer and the registered
broker-dealer with which the master account
is opened may not know the actual identity
of the underlying traders,” which leaves the
broker-dealer, just like a mutual fund with
omnibus accounts on its books, exposed to
legal and other risks.23 Fund boards and
management should take note that through its
National Exam Program, OCIE “has identified the master/sub-account trading model as
a vehicle that could be used to further violations of the federal securities laws as well as
other laws and regulations. In particular, misuse of the account structure raises significant
regulatory concerns with respect to: (i) money
laundering, (ii) insider trading, (iii) market
manipulation, (iv) account intrusions [and]
(v) information security.”24
Solutions to Overseeing the Omnibus Sales
Force. Fortunately, there are a number of ways
that, in fulfilling their duties, mutual fund
boards and management can address the compliance risks presented by the widespread shift
to omnibus sub-accounting. As a general rule,
the goal of fund boards, which are responsible
for oversight, and of fund management, which
is responsible for ground level due diligence,
should be to get as much information as possible regarding (i) the underlying beneficial
shareholders of each omnibus account on
fund/transfer agent books and (ii) the operations and policies and procedures of each
financial intermediary offering fund shares.
The exchange of data between funds and these
intermediaries is crucial to the mitigation of
compliance risk and the proper operation of
fund compliance functions.
OCIE has provided guidance on how funds
can achieve such sharing of information with
their omnibus distribution partners and obtain
reasonable assurances that intermediaries are
complying with fund prospectus and regulatory requirements. Fund boards and managers, OCIE advises, should “employ a number
of mechanisms that may include internal analysis of trade activity, compliance questionnaires, intermediary self-certification, review
of available reports such as third-party audit
and regulatory reports, and intermediary site
visits. Use of these mechanisms, singularly or
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which all shareholders are fully disclosed
and registered on a mutual fund’s books and
records, so that a fund can honor its prospectus policies and procedures in a uniform and
efficient manner.”32 And some fund transfer
agents have adopted, through nascent technology, parallel accounting systems in which
a fund’s books are adjusted daily, or more or
less frequently, to correspond exactly with the
sub-accounting data maintained by omnibus
platforms.33
Potentially less expensive and cumbersome
automated mechanisms are also available in
the marketplace. Referring to the CDS III
and SDR systems discussed above, the ICI
explains that “to increase account transparency, provide assurances regarding the intermediary’s controls, and help mitigate some
of the cost and uncertainty, the industry has
developed a number of tools to automate
information flow and enhance independent
review for specific compliance purposes.”34
CDS III and SDR, the ICI says, “are designed
to employ standard formats and transmission
processes and industry-endorsed procedures
so fund complexes can more efficiently manage the associated resource requirements. As
with other alternatives, however, use of these
tools is voluntary and may not be appropriate
for every circumstance.”35 Whatever route a
fund takes, it is likely that it will be costly. In
its 2011 research paper, Barrington Partners
reports that “operations groups, investment
managers, distributors and investors each have
discrete informational requirements, but each
party “wants its data” via dynamic and realtime reporting access. This demands that the
transfer agency solution be able to offer access
to all of the information desired by each constituency….the bottom line is that providing
such information aggregation and accessibility
requires a significant investment in technology.”36
And, even funds that have the tightest
checks and most fulsome transparency in
place for their omnibus account arrangements
remain exposed to the risk that such controls
will fail. Thus fund boards may wish use to use
the leverage they have in the contract negotiation process to fold compliance standards into
their funds’ transfer agent and related service
agreements. Adding service level standards

(ii) Regulatory obligations, including code
of ethics provisions required by Rule 17j-1
under the 1940 Act, AML/SAR/CIP requirements, Gramm-Leach-Bliley and other federal
privacy protections, and recordkeeping rules
under the 1940 Act and other federal securities laws.
The ICI’s report also provides a framework that fund boards and management
might use to evaluate controls surrounding non-auditable aspects of intermediary
operations that may affect beneficial fund
shareholders such as financial viability,
internal quality reporting, risk management
procedures and business continuity/disaster
recovery planning.
The recommendations embodied in the
ICI’s 2008 matrix largely mirror the examples
of reasonable controls and procedures discussed by OCIE in its risk alert regarding
compliance with Rule 15c3-5 under the 1934
Act (the Market Access Rule), which the SEC
adopted to address risk concerns in the master/sub-account context, and which requires
“broker-dealers to establish, document and
maintain a system of risk management controls and supervisory procedures that are
reasonably designed, among other things, to
ensure compliance with all regulatory requirements that are applicable in connection with
market access.”30 OCIE explains that in order
to comply with the Market Access Rule,
broker-dealers should be “monitoring trading patterns in both the master account and
sub-account levels for indications of insider
trading, market manipulation, or other suspicious activity; regularly reviewing the effectiveness of all controls and procedures around
sub-account due diligence and monitoring;
and creating written descriptions of all controls and procedures around sub-account due
diligence and monitoring, including frequency
of reviews, identity of who is responsible for
conducting such reviews, and a description of
the review process.”31
Mutual fund boards and management
also may want to consider whether full subaccounting transparency is an appropriate
solution for their funds. In addition to the
SEC studies and rulemaking it recommends,
the CMFI posits that a simple mechanism
to protect beneficial fund owners “is one in
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discussed above also have the potential to
raise shareholder expenses as “the complexity and variability” of intermediary policies
and operating systems “makes intermediary
oversight an increasingly expensive undertaking for fund complexes.”40 But is it fair for
all shareholders to cover the increases related
to omnibus account investments? Where is
the appropriate line between distribution and
transfer agency fees? What factors should
boards keep in mind when evaluating fund
transfer and sub-transfer agency fees? In the
case of affiliated service providers, should they
take into consideration the ongoing erosion of
the traditional transfer agent business model?
Problematic Compensation Trends. Shareholder
groups argue that when a fund is required to pay
for the increased costs associated with financial
intermediaries’ omnibus products, shareholders that hold fund shares directly are unfairly
required to pay a portion of the cost of providing shareholder servicing to the beneficial fund
shareholders underlying omnibus accounts. “A
number of the fees charged by broker-dealers for
hidden account maintenance and shareholder
servicing activities,” the CMFI urges, “are paid
by mutual funds as a fund expense, thereby
including direct shareholders and participants
who have no relationship with a broker-dealer.”41
Moreover, groups like the CMFI believe that
the fees charged by financial intermediaries for
providing omnibus sub-accounting and other
shareholder services are artificially inflated and
unnecessary since funds already pay commissions
to intermediaries for selling and servicing fund
shares. “Broker-dealers,” they say, “press mutual
funds to allow the accounting to be done on the
books of the broker-dealer because this represents an opportunity for the brokerage firms to
charge significant fees to the funds, in addition to
sales commissions and other fees being charged
for distribution.”42
That omnibus account sponsors and other
financial intermediaries servicing mutual
fund shareholders also are fund distribution
partners is central to one of the fundamental risks associated with funds maintaining
omnibus accounts on their books. Rule 12b-1
under the 1940 Act prohibits the use of fund
assets to pay for distribution costs other
than through a written plan of distribution
adopted by the fund’s independent trustees.

and related fee withholding provisions to
a fund’s service provider agreements, under
the appropriate circumstances, could help the
fund’s board and management ensure that
compliance risks are attended to by transfer
agents and the financial intermediaries with
whom they interact. To gain further comfort, a
fund’s board could require regular, even quarterly, reporting from the transfer agent and/or
distributor on omnibus compliance issues.

Footing the Omnibus Access Bill
The en masse movement of mutual fund
investors towards omnibus platforms also
raises difficult questions about the so-called
“sub-transfer agency fees” paid by mutual
funds. It requires money to operate shareholder servicing and sub-accounting systems
for beneficial fund shareholders, and to cover
the costs of these services many financial
intermediaries charge sub-transfer agency fees
either to a fund or its transfer agent; in
cases where a transfer agent pays sub-transfer
agency fees, it is likely to seek reimbursement
from its funds. Fund assets, therefore, are
almost always used, whether directly or indirectly, to compensate intermediaries for “performing services that would otherwise need
to be provided by the fund complex,” such
as maintaining individual investor financial
records, providing investor account statements
and generating investor tax reporting.37 At
the same time, fund transfer agents are suffering from contracted earnings as the revenue
once generated by recurring service fees for
thousands of beneficial shareholder accounts
is now reduced to a handful of omnibus
accounts.
In a 2011 report on transfer agency costs,
Barrington Partners noted that with the rise
of broker-dealer sub-accounting platforms,
fund companies are finding it difficult to
spread processing and call center personnel, technology and other costs to its client
base.38 And there is general recognition in the
fund industry that such factors are resulting
in increased costs for shareholders, as fund
assets are used to pay omnibus sub-transfer
agency fees in addition to any Rule 12b-1 and
revenue sharing payments paid for both direct
and omnibus accounts.39 The compliance risks
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Shareholder servicing costs and other fees
not related to distribution activities, such as
sub-transfer agency fees, may be paid for with
fund assets under Rule 12b-1, but because
the agreements between funds and financial
intermediaries often involve both shareholder
servicing and distribution components, it may
be difficult to distinguish between the subtransfer agency and distribution fees paid
by funds. This “commingling,” commenters
explain, “often leaves fund management with
the task of allocating costs into the respective distribution and shareholder servicing
expense categories.”43
The blurring of the line between shareholder servicing and distribution costs is exacerbated by observations that fund management is often willing for funds to pay increased
fees “as a toll in order to gain a presence” on
omnibus platforms, fund supermarkets, 529
college savings plans and other sought-after
national distribution portals.44 As is typical in
other industries, the ICI explains, “payments
may be made so that sellers (that is, intermediaries) will include the product (that is, mutual
funds) as part of the array of offerings the
sellers will carry for their customers. In the
mutual fund context, these payments are variously referred to as “shelf space” or “access”
fees and are generally arrangements established between fund affiliates and their more
significant business partners.”45 Financial
intermediaries, including those offering fund
shares through omnibus platforms, “thus have
a revenue stream inuring to the account servicing activities” that the intermediaries are able
to achieve primarily through the power to
grant access to potential investors.46 “It is the
control by a broker-dealer over the distribution of a mutual fund’s shares that enables the
broker-dealer to compel the mutual fund to
pay” such fees.47
SEC Input on Shelf Space and Sub-Transfer
Agency Fees. In 1998, the SEC Staff offered
guidance that mutual fund boards would be
wise to refer to in thinking about sub-transfer
agency fee arrangements with omnibus account
providers and other financial intermediaries.
Speaking to “administrative service fees” paid
to a fund supermarket out of fund assets, the
Staff of the SEC’s Division of Investment
Management stated that:
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Payments of fees for participating in fund
supermarkets may be made pursuant to
or outside of Rule 12b-1 plans, depending
on the purpose of the payments and the
party making the payment...The determination of the purpose of the payment
must be made by the fund’s board of
directors and requires careful consideration and monitoring… When determining whether a particular payment is for
distribution or non-distribution services,
the board should review both the distribution and non-distribution services
provided by the fund supermarket sponsor…the board would need to be able to
satisfy itself that its determination was
supported by all factors relevant to its
characterization of the purpose of the
services. These factors would include,
among others, the nature of the services
provided; whether the services provide
any distribution benefits; whether the
services provide any non-distribution related benefits that are typically provided
by fund service providers; the costs that
the fund could reasonably be expected to
incur for comparable service if provided
by another party, relative to the total
amount of the supermarket fee; and the
characterization of the services by the
fund supermarket sponsor… The board
also should ensure that the fund is not
paying the sponsor for services that duplicate services already being provided to
the fund.48
The importance of this SEC guidance in relation to current omnibus trends is highlighted by
statements made in the past few years by the
Staff of the SEC’s Division of Enforcement
regarding their intention to devote significant
attention to deceptive mutual fund fee practices.
In 2010, SEC Enforcement Staff announced
the Division had begun to inquire into and
analyze the extent to which investment advisers
and their affiliates, including transfer agents,
charge excessive fees to fund investors.49 And
in January 2012, Bruce Karpati, Co-Chief of
the Enforcement Division’s Asset Management
Unit, told fund chief compliance officers that in
light of stagnant growth and revenue losses facing the asset management industry as a whole,
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and provided the relevant financial intermediary; “the sponsor’s characterization of the
services that it offers” is only one factor that
the board should consider.53 Many fund complexes delineate by contract which services
are distribution and which are shareholder
servicing. For example, a fund group may have
one form of financial intermediary selling
agreement that sets forth the specific fees to be
charged for specific distribution activities and
provides for payment under Rule 12b-1, and
another form of financial intermediary servicing agreement that sets forth the specific fees
charged for specific shareholder services and
provides for payment of sub-transfer agency
fees through the fund’s agreement with its
transfer agent.
Settling on the appropriate sub-transfer
agency fee schedule for a mutual fund, however, is an altogether different matter, and fund
boards would be prudent to consider a variety
of alternative fee arrangements. Not all financial intermediaries hosting omnibus platforms
provide the same shareholder services, and it
might be reasonable for a fund complex to
compensate different intermediaries with different fee schedules. In its 2011 Mutual Fund
Factbook, the ICI notes that whether funds are
sold through financial intermediaries affects
the fees that they pay, as does the type of
intermediary.54 “Intermediaries operating on
a networked basis,” the ICI observes, “generally receive lower fees than omnibus account
providers as they provide fewer services to
their customers; broker-dealers are usually
paid sub-transfer agency fees on a per account
basis; retirement plan recordkeepers generally
receive fees through a basis point structure,
which often results in higher fees paid to these
parties, but record keepers generally provide
more services than other types of intermediaries, so there is rational basis for recordkeepers
to be paid higher fees than other distribution
channels.”55 As discussed above, the level of
transparency provided by a financial intermediary as well as the compliance controls it
adopts may also impact a board’s sub-transfer
agency fee deliberations.
In addition, mutual fund boards may want
to develop general principles to guide their
decisions regarding fund sub-transfer agency
fees. Industry participants seem to agree that

SEC Enforcement had made deceptive fee practices a priority.50 The lack of an infrastructure
to appropriately oversee compliance with the
federal securities laws, Karpati suggested, could
raise red flags for fund companies. These statements should remind fund boards and management of the 2006 SEC action against BISYS
Fund Services, Inc., in which the fund service
provider was sanctioned for aiding and abetting investment advisers in using fund assets to
pay for marketing and other distribution costs
that were disguised as administration fees outside of a Rule 12b-1 plan.51 In retrospect, the
BISYS case was clearly foreshadowed by the
SEC Staff’s 1998 letter to the ICI which warned
that “OCIE [S]taff will closely scrutinize any
increase in a fund’s investment advisory fee that
appears to be for the purpose of compensating
the fund’s investment adviser for paying the
fund’s supermarket fee,” and that “in light of
the importance of the board’s role in overseeing
a fund’s participation in a fund supermarket,
OCIE [S]taff will closely review the actions
taken by boards of funds that participate in
fund supermarkets.”52
Solutions to the Fee Puzzle. Unlike its
annual review of fund advisory and distribution agreements, a mutual fund board’s
consideration of a fund’s contract with its
transfer agent, and related transfer agent and
sub-transfer agency fees, is not governed by
Section 15(c) under the 1940 Act. Accordingly,
boards are generally only required to use their
business judgment, in good faith and in the
best interests of a fund, to make sure the fund
obtains a fair price relative to the quality of
services provided by its transfer agent. But to
avoid violations of Rule 12b-1 under the 1940
Act and to avoid allegations of deceptive fee
practices and/or fraud under Rule 10b-1 under
the 1934 Act, boards that oversee funds with
omnibus account investors should also take
into account a number of other factors when
reviewing fund transfer agency and related fee
agreements.
Boards should look to the advice offered
by SEC Staff to the fund industry in its 1998
no-action letter to the ICI. In determining
whether any portion of a transfer agent or
sub-transfer agency fee is for distribution or
marketing purposes, the board must consider
the nature of the services used by the fund
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one of the biggest drivers of ongoing increases
in shareholder expenses is the shift towards
omnibus sub-accounting, and whether funds or
management will absorb these costs is a looming question.56 In this context, a mutual fund
board might want to decide whether or not it
is comfortable with its funds’ transfer agent
profiting from the sub-transfer agency fees it
receives as reimbursement for amounts paid to
omnibus platforms for providing shareholder
services. Depending on the relevant facts and
circumstances, a board may choose to adopt an
“at cost” model, a “for profit” model or a hybrid
model, as each is permissible under the federal
securities laws. Similarly, a board may wish to
discuss whether it believes a flat per account
fee structure, a fee based on asset or account
size and/or breakpoints, or a sliding fee scale
based on actual costs is most appropriate for
the funds it oversees. The level of transparency
that an omnibus platform is able to provide will
greatly affect the plausibility of these various fee
structures.
A mutual fund board could also evaluate the sub-transfer agency fees charged by
an omnibus platform versus the fund’s cost
of providing the same services to direct
shareholders.57 It might weigh the pros and
cons of establishing an institutional share
class with fees and expenses particular to
omnibus arrangements in which all omnibus
accounts would be placed. And perhaps just
as importantly, fund boards should not lose
sight of the fact that the omnibus account
model provides benefits to beneficial fund
shareholders, and fee increases may be warranted for the legitimate shareholder services
omnibus platforms provide, especially when
those services are of high quality and exhibit
consistent compliance with fund disclosure
and regulatory obligations. Through the
financial intermediaries that sell fund shares
in omnibus accounts, investors get, in onestop shopping, financial planning expertise
and personalized advice; recordkeeping and
tax reporting; and a wide variety of investment choices, among other things. “For the
shareholder, having the intermediary deliver
these services, instead of the fund complex or
its transfer agent, provides the shareholder a
simple method to manage his or her mutual
fund investments, regardless of how many
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different fund complexes the shareholder has
invested with.”58 Indeed, these relationships
“have been highly successful and, as such,
are a key driver in the dynamic growth of the
mutual fund industry.”59

Conclusion
In today’s mutual fund market, 35 percent
of investors consider the financial intermediary sales force channel to be their main source
for buying funds, with 13 percent viewing fullservice broker-dealers to be their primary fund
source, and only 10 percent identifying the
direct market channel as their main source.60
Even those investors who purchase direct are
likely to also purchase through an intermediary:
of the 58 percent of shareholders who invest
through a fund company, nearly 75 percent
also hold funds through the intermediary sales
force channel.61 It is clear that fund investors
and financial intermediaries alike want omnibus
platforms to stick around, and it is thus vital for
fund boards and management to work together
with third-party intermediaries “to seek alternatives for data exchange to meet shareholder
servicing, fund administration, and compliance
needs and requirements.”62 As the ICI recognized
in 2008, “cooperative efforts are critical to creating an appropriate and cost-effective control
environment for the protection of shareholder
interests,” and “personnel from several areas…
including compliance, fund management, fund
distribution, and operations” likely will be called
up “to oversee intermediary adherence to regulatory, prospectus, and other fund-mandated
obligations.”63
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